
 
 
Our main sales strategy will have one agenda 
language Social Media profiles, and our website the current and future followers will be 
constantly entertained with interesting people and events from around the globe
achieve maximum efficiency and focus on customers we will handle 5 customers at a 
time. Please note that at the present time the App in final development stages, and no 
current revenue is being generated from this product. According to Google Adwords Tool 
search there are currently 102,260 related monthly searches for multi
translation, and a further 94,522 other 
 
keywords that are used to attain this, and other related information. Thus, there are 
roughly over 195,000 monthly searches which translates
related to our individual product offering. If we assume that roughly 5% of these searches 
results in a paid monthly download subscriber (117,000 x $1.99 x 12 = $2,793,960), then 
annual recurring subscriber sales would be as
$2,793,960. If we consider another $1,2M in annual revenue from advertising, and 
subtract our projected annual cost that gives us approximately ($3,993,960 
$3,305,580) $3,305,580 in total first year revenue.
can have as much as a 20% 
conclude that projected first year annual revenue 
supported in our Value Proposition Canvas below
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The Value Proposition Canvas along with the corresponding Customer Profile and Value Map 
helps Trinity Development Hub define just what our customer base is in search of and in turn the 
subsequent data and test results conveys
desires.   

Our main sales strategy will have one agenda - 'Communication'. Through our 
Social Media profiles, and our website the current and future followers will be 

entertained with interesting people and events from around the globe
achieve maximum efficiency and focus on customers we will handle 5 customers at a 

t the present time the App in final development stages, and no 
current revenue is being generated from this product. According to Google Adwords Tool 
search there are currently 102,260 related monthly searches for multi

and a further 94,522 other  

keywords that are used to attain this, and other related information. Thus, there are 
roughly over 195,000 monthly searches which translates into 2,340,000 annual searches 
related to our individual product offering. If we assume that roughly 5% of these searches 
results in a paid monthly download subscriber (117,000 x $1.99 x 12 = $2,793,960), then 
annual recurring subscriber sales would be as illustrated above as approximately 
$2,793,960. If we consider another $1,2M in annual revenue from advertising, and 
subtract our projected annual cost that gives us approximately ($3,993,960 - $688,380 = 
$3,305,580) $3,305,580 in total first year revenue. If we further conclude that our data 
can have as much as a 20% - 22% error variance plus or minus, then we can also 

first year annual revenue generated will to be $2,597,620 
Value Proposition Canvas below:  

Value Proposition Canvas 

                                                                   

The Value Proposition Canvas along with the corresponding Customer Profile and Value Map 
define just what our customer base is in search of and in turn the 
conveys that Frenzs delivers on those customer needs and

 

Initial Sales Strategy 

'Communication'. Through our multi-
Social Media profiles, and our website the current and future followers will be 

entertained with interesting people and events from around the globe. To 
achieve maximum efficiency and focus on customers we will handle 5 customers at a 

t the present time the App in final development stages, and no 
current revenue is being generated from this product. According to Google Adwords Tool 
search there are currently 102,260 related monthly searches for multi-language 

keywords that are used to attain this, and other related information. Thus, there are 
into 2,340,000 annual searches 

related to our individual product offering. If we assume that roughly 5% of these searches 
results in a paid monthly download subscriber (117,000 x $1.99 x 12 = $2,793,960), then 

illustrated above as approximately 
$2,793,960. If we consider another $1,2M in annual revenue from advertising, and 

$688,380 = 
If we further conclude that our data 

22% error variance plus or minus, then we can also 
$2,597,620 and 

The Value Proposition Canvas along with the corresponding Customer Profile and Value Map 
define just what our customer base is in search of and in turn the 

customer needs and 
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Customer Profile Ranking 

 

 

Value Map Ranking 
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Customer Ad Search Data Testing Results 

 

 

 

Our Customer Profile, represented by the right side of our Value Proposition Canvas describes a 
specific customer segment in our business model, and breaks the customer down into desired 
jobs  to accomplish, customer pains and customer gains. In the same manner the Value Map 
portion of  our Value Proposition Canvas clearly defines the features of our customer segment, 
and structures exactly how our products and services create value for our customers. This is 
subsequently achieved by breaking down our Value Proposition canvas on the Value Map side 
into products and services, pain relievers, and gain creators. One of the best ways to find out 
what your customer wants is to ask. To do so we conducted a quantitative method to measure 
just what our customer wants based on some of the jobs defined by our customer segment. To 
demonstrate, this a quantitative test was conducted using the above referenced data collected 
from Google AdWords campaigns, along with a statistical analysis of data compiled by Adweek, 
an Internet marketing magazine, which is illustrated  using our Test Card. The conclusive results 
of our hypothesis were then published by way of the Learning Card shown in the preceding 
Diagram. A key point of reference to note is that although providing Frenzs multi-language 
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social media app and website for free would eliminate one of our customer pains, our test data 
concluded that our product would still perform well at the $1.99 monthly subscription fee. In 
addition, our Value Map substantiated the later product addition of FrenzsPro, and defined two 
distinct products & services; a business to consumer model, and a business to business model. 
Thus creating another market segment, and adding the potential of creating another cash flow 
stream to our business model.   
 


